
Forensic 
technology 
solutions

We utilise our in-depth understanding of forensic 

tools, extensive knowledge base in RDBMS 

databases (Oracle, MS SQL Server, MS Access 

etc.), ERP systems (SAP, Oracle Apps etc.) and 

Data Analytics and Mining, in providing solutions 

Technology (FTS) specialists have core expertise 

evidence by effectively utilising various advanced 

tools in dedicated forensic laboratories, which 

leverage the existing infrastructure at the PwC 

India Solutions Delivery Centre at Salt lake, 

Kolkata.

The team is capable of handling and analyzing vast 

and other important data, 

causing minimal disruption to business.

These days, with almost 98% of all business 

records stored in electronic format, investigation 

of white collar crimes necessitates expert forensic 

methodologies focused especially on handling 

electronic data.

We combine data analysis techniques  and tools, 

joint business relationships with other leading 

providers and our understanding of the unusual 

environment created by investigative and dispute 

matters to help our clients make informed decisions.

typically stored by large corporations, in a  



Our services 
Computer forensics

  Forensic imaging of electronic media 

(computers, servers, Blackberries, etc.), 

deletion trend analysis, recovery of deleted 

  Inventory and mapping of relevant data 

sources and systems

  Generation of reports according to the 

investigation need

  Used in collecting initial data

  Analysis of system generated logs to  

reconstruct  chain of events.

E-discovery

  Finding incriminating evidence from 

c

  Ta

forensic imaging

  Ke

  E-discovery extraction tool used to extract 

populate RDBMS database

  Review tool used as the front-end to query 

Financial analysis

  

evidence of fraud

  Analysis of corporate accounting 

information for the following:

  Pr

transactions

 - Identify unusual or suspicious 

transactions for investigations

 - Identify suspicious shell companies in 

 - Zero in on payments to suspicious 

entities and quantify losses

Why do you need us?
Misconduct in today’s work place is committed 

predominantly with computers. Our forensic 

technology experts apply technology-based 

solutions (including document control, data 

preservation and recovery, data capture, data 

analyse data using various tools to support the 

investigative reviews and forensic accounting 

reviews on the technology front.

Our computer forensic specialists are better 

positioned as compared to in-house IT staff 

because during such investigations, 

independence is an important issue. But the 

preserving electronic evidence as well as their 

analytical abilities. In the process, we use 

methodologies and highly sophisticated 

software tools compliant with major 

international law enforcement agencies and 

accepted in the courts of law in most countries.

Our services
In every risk engagement, not just when you 

suspect a fraud, forensic technology services 

can help in the following:

Assess and understand the global IT 

environment 

Secure and manage all data so it is available, 

even if the assets are sold

Convert paper information to electronic data to 

ease retention and review

Preserve electronic records to assist in 

verifying creditor claims

Prevent fall-out from employee error, fraud or 

sabotage

Protect evidence through the application of 

forensic technology in the event of a 

malpractice claim
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